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Solution

Problem statement

We use microarchitecture-independent
program characteristics to compare
benchmarks with each other.

Comparing benchmarks using hardware performance
counters may lead to false conclusions.
hardware performance counter metrics are biased towards a particular machine
✦ new benchmark suites are often compared with SPEC CPU using these metrics
✦ because these metrics are only measured on a single platform, true inherent
program behavior may remain hidden
✦

How can we avoid it?

microarchitecture-independent characteristics
instruction mix

Why is there a pitfall?

working set size

branch predictability

✦

register traffic

you

benchmarks can be run natively (fast)
no need to instrument the code
exposes performance bottlenecks

but:
✦

✦
(Pitfall!, Atari/Activision, 1982)

✦

instruction-level
parallelism (ILP)

✦

hardware performance counters are
attractive because:
✦

memory address
strides

using microarchitecture-independent
program characteristics:

true inherent program behavior
may be hidden
hardware performance counters
instructions per
cycle (IPC)

L2 cache miss rate
L1 data- and
instr.cache miss rate

How easy is it to fall in?

branch mispred. rate

catches true inherent behavior
independent of cache configuration,
issue width, branch predictor, ...

but:
✦

takes a long time to measure

Using these characteristics we are able to
assess the behavioral differences between
benchmarks more reliably.
When we only measure key characteristics,
we can limit the time needed to characterize
the benchmarks [1].

data TLB miss rate

Case study
comparing bzip2 (SPEC CPU2000) with blast (BioInfoMark)
hardware performance counters + instruction mix

✦

minor difference in branch pred.

✦

similar IPCs, instruction mix, DTLB
miss rate and L1/L2 cache miss rates

Fig. 2.

Comparing the hardware performance counter characteristics for bzip2 versus blast.

conclusion: very similar dynamic program behavior
microarchitecture-independent characteristics (without instruction mix)
Fig. 2.

Comparing the hardware performance counter characteristics for bzip2 versus blast.

small difference in hardware performance counters,
large difference in microarchitecture-independent characteristics

true neg.

1.8%

false neg.

0.2%

true pos.

56.9%

false pos.

41.1%

✦

very different working set sizes

✦

fairly different branch pred.

Fig. 3. Comparing the microarchitecture-independent characteristics for bzip2 versus blast. Note that the various microarchitecture-independent characteristics
appear in the same order as they appear in Table II.
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different global store strides

conclusion: quite different dynamic program behavior

X-axis: microarchitecture-independent metrics
Y-axis: hardware performance counter metrics
each point is a workload pair
122 workloads, 7381 workload pairs
SPEC CPU2000 (48), BioInfoMark (12), BioMetricsWorkload (8),
CommBench (12), MiBench (30), MediaBench (12)

distance d in either space is considered large if d > 0.2 dmax
high ratio of false positives illustrates the pitfall in
using hardware performance counters to compare program behavior

Conclusion

Comparing benchmarks should be done using
microarchitecture-independent program characteristics.
these characteristics catch the true inherent behavior of benchmarks
✦ measuring only key characteristics can speedup the characterization [1]
✦
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